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PwC Regulatory Summit Presentation - Global Banking at a Crossroads:
Meeting the Challenges of Global FS Regulation

PwC’s first presentation at RiskMinds 2015 came from Adam Gilbert who spoke
on ‘Meeting the Challenges of Global FS Regulation’. The main theme focused
around the fact that meeting the challenge of global financial services regulation is primarily a
business and operational transformation matter not just a matter of compliance. For seven
years post the financial crisis, policymakers have focused on key areas of reform, such as
market conduct and business practices, capital and liquidity requirements, stress testing,
ERM, resolution planning, data management, financial market stability and transparency,
legal entity and activity restrictions and finally financial crime.

As a result, SIFI-related regulations are having an invasive impact on decision-making at the firm
level through changed hurdle rates, return metrics and budget prioritisation. Firms are therefore
incurring costs in a number of areas such as systems/platforms, policies and procedures and
reporting/disclosure.

Adam pointed out to the audience a few things we don't know, such as to what extent will capital and
liquidity requirements continue to increase either directly or indirectly through stress tests or
resolution planning? How will the GSIB surcharge become part of CCAR or other stress testing
regimes, if at all? Will regulators make firms raise capital if they deem their resolution plans not
credible? Will the FRTB or the broader shift away from modeled results towards standardised
approaches for credit and operational risk truly be capital neutral?

In light of this, Adam recommended three actions financial services firms need to take:
1. As mentioned in Capital Markets 2020, they need to be rethinking their strategic scope,

portfolio mix and business design.
2. They need to be rationalising their product and service offerings, country footprints and

possibly clients.
3. They need to adopt a mindset that addressing foundational capabilities in governance,

infrastructure and controls will provide strategic benefits as well as helping them meet
regulatory expectations.

So how should we now characterize the regulatory challenge? There are growing signs that the
regulatory focus is shifting - or at least broadening - from stability, solvency and resolvability to
economic viability. We are arguably now at a point where both regulators and shareholders need
firms to look beyond mitigation - responding to this or that regulatory directive; tweaking capital
allocations up or down; cutting headcount here or there - to a much more radical and resolute
embracing of the industry's future and their place in it.
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